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ON THE EVOLUTION OF THE

ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF ZANZIBAR.
ZACCA with other CSOs base on Environment and Climate Change Zanzibar joins together
and conduct the visibility study about the evaluation of environmental status of Zanzibar.
On 2st June 2017, ZACCA conducted the press realize so as to get comments and suggestions
about the evaluation and what should be done to bring good and quality environment so as
to minimize the impact of climate change. total 25 people participate in this activities, such
as ZACCA members, Star TV, ZBC TV, ZBC Radio, TBC TV, ZENJ FM, BOMBA FM, HITS FM,
ADHANA FM, CHUCHU FM, THE GARDIAN news paper and Zanzibar leo news paper.
This conducted during the world environmental day, ZACCA in collaboration with other
stakeholders have come up with the theme to civil society, Zanzibar "Connect Environment
and Development for economy of Zanzibar. This message appealed to the Government, civil
society and other stakeholders to connect the environment and development for
sustainability of Zanzibar economy. While the world theme is CONNECT PEOPLE IN
NATURE.

Chairperson (fourth right side) Miss Amina Yusuf Kashoro, deliver the speech to journalist.

(Photo during the presentation by ZACCA chairperson)
Contribution from participant
1. ZACCA monitor the impact of climate change through the relevant authorities in
order to reach to the community for the most opportune time.
2. When I bring the government's investment in the country must look at the relevant
circumstances in order to avoid an impact which would occur later.
3. ZACCA be around to advise the government on the prevention and to use of natural
wood disposal for firewood and charcoal, instead using standardized way to reduce
excessive consumption of firewood and charcoal, and encourage communities to
plant trees so that it can be used later to leave the natural benefits current and
future generations.
4. ZACCA visit regularly in the media to sensitize the community, as well as visiting
many villages as is the impact occurs.
5. ZACCA setting bonanza for children to keep awareness of children laid on
conservation of the environment.

